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PRINCIPAL CONGRUENCES OF PSEUDOCOMPLEMENTED
DISTRIBUTIVE LATTICES

HARRY  LAKSER1

Abstract. Principal congruences of pseudocomplemented dis-

tributive lattices are characterized. This characterization is used to

give a new proof of the congruence extension property and to show

that the meet of two principal congruences is always principal in an

equational class of pseudocomplemented distributive lattices if and

only if the class is a subclass of the class of Stone algebras.

1. Introduction. In the series of papers [3], [4], and [6], the structure of

pseudocomplemented distributive lattices was rather thoroughly dis-

cussed. One topic untouched, though, was the characterization of

(pseudocomplementation-preserving) principal congruence relations in

pseudocomplemented distributive lattices in a form analogous to the well-

known characterization of principal congruence relations in distributive

lattices (see [2, §9]). In Theorem 1 such a characterization is given, and it

yields, via a result of A. Day [1], a new proof of the congruence extension

property (see [3]).

It has long been known that in any distributive lattice the meet of two

principal congruence relations is principal (this is implicit in [5]). Kirby

Baker told me in a conversation that Stone algebras have the same property

and asked whether the class of all pseudocomplemented distributive

lattices has this property. This question is answered in Theorem 2.

I first obtained the characterization in Theorem 1 from the free pseudo-

complemented distributive lattice generated by a comparable pair of

elements. I should like to thank Barry Wölk for applying his impressive

skill in computer programming to find that pseudocomplemented distrib-

utive lattice.

2. The results. The notations in this paper are those of [3], [4] and [6].

Recall that if £ is a pseudocomplemented distributive lattice then the sub-

set S(L) = {x*\x e £}, the skeleton of £, is a Boolean algebra whose meet

operation is A, the meet in £, whose complementation is *, and whose join
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operation u is defined by a<ub=(a*Ab*)*. Clearly, in any Boolean

algebra an equivalence relation preserving meet and complementation is a

congruence relation; this obvious fact will be used subsequently several

times.

For any pair a, b in a pseudocomplemented distributive lattice, @(a,b)

denotes the principal congruence of pseudocomplemented distributive

lattices (*-congruence) generated by a, b. Clearly Q(a, b)=Q(aAb, av¿>);

thus we need only characterize Q(a, b) for comparable a, b. We denote by

©Lat(a> b) the principal congruence of distributive lattices generated by a,

b; that is, Qhat(a, b) has the substitution property for A and v, but not

necessarily for *. Recall that if a^b then x=y (©Lat(a> b)) if and only if

xAa=yAa and xvb=yvb.

Lemma 1. Let L be a pseudocomplemented distributive lattice, let

a,b £ L, and let a^b. Then

Q(a, b) = 0Lat(a, b) v 0Lat((a* A b)*, 1).

Proof. If 0 is a *-congruence of / and a=b (0) then a*A¿»=0 (O)

and so (a*A¿»)* = l ($); thus

0Lat(a, b) v 0Lat((a* A *»)*, 1) ^ @(a, b).

To conclude the proof we need only show that 0Lat(a, b)v@Lat((a*Ab)*, 1)

has the substitution property with respect to the operation *. Let x=y

(0Lat(a>¿>)v0Lat((a*A¿»)*, 1)). Then there is a sequence x=x0, xx, ■■■ ,

xn=y of elements of L such that, for each z'=0, • • • , n—\, either x¡=

*f+i (0Lat(a, b)) or xtmxi+l (0Lat((a*A¿»)*, 1)).

Now XiSxi+l (0Lat((a*A¿»)*, 1)) implies xiA(<***b)*=xi+1A(a*Ab)*

and thus, using the identity

(u A v)** = u** A v**,   x** A (a* A b)* = x** A (a* A b)*.

Now x**, xf*y, (a*Ab)* e S(L) and, for each u e L, u* is the comple-

ment ofu** in the Boolean algebra S(L). We conclude that x*A(a*Ab)*=

x*+1A(a*Ab)*. We have thus shown that x{=xi+1 (0Lat((a*A¿»)*, 1))

implies x*=x*+1 (0Lat((a*A¿>)*, 1)).

On the other hand, jCj=A;i+1(0Lat(a, ¿»)) implies that xiAa=xi+xAa and

XiVb=xi+1vb, which imply

x** A a** = x*¿ A a**   and   x* A b* = x*+1 A b*.

Since S(L) is a Boolean algebra these latter imply that

x* A (a* A b**)* = x*+x A (a* A b**)*.
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But (a*Ab)*=(a**b)***=(a***Ab**)*=(a*Ab**)*; we thus conclude
that

x* A (a* A b)* - x*+x A (a* A b)*.

Thus Xi=xi+X (0Lat(a, b)) implies x*=x*+x (0Lmt((a*A¿)*, 1)).

We thus conclude that x*=xf+x (0Lat((a*Ae)*, 1)) for all z'=0,

72-1.    Thus   x=y    (0Lat(a, e)v0Lat((a*A¿»)*,    1))    implies   x*=y*

(0Lat((û*Aè)*, 1)); consequently 0Lat(a, Z»)v0Lat((u*A¿»)*, 1) preserves *

and so the proof is complete.

We immediately conclude

Theorem 1. Let L be a pseudocomplemented distributive lattice and let

a, b E L with a^b. If x, y eL then x=y (Q(a, b)) if and only ifxAa=yAa
and (xVb)A(a*Ab)* = (yVb)A(a*Ab)*.

Proof. £/0Lat((a*A¿»)*, 1) is a distributive lattice. For each ueL,

let [u] denote the corresponding congruence class in £/0Lat((a*A¿»)*, 1).

Then, by Lemma 1, x=y (0(a, b)) if and only if

M = M (0Lat([«], [b]))   in L/0Lat((a* A b)*, 1)

if and only if

x A a = y A a (0Lat((a* A />)*, 1))   and

x v b = y V b (0Lat((a* A b)*, 1))

if and only if

x A a A (a* A b)* = y A a A (a* A b)*   and

(x v b) A (a* A b)* = (y v b) A (a* A b)*.

Since a^(c*A¿»)*, the theorem follows.

Corollary (G. Grätzer and H. Lakser [3]). The equational class of

pseudocomplemented distributive lattices has the congruence extension

property.

Proof. In [1], A. Day proved that if an equational class has the

property that in each algebra in the class x=y Q(a, b) is determined

by equations involving only x, y, a, b then the congruence extension prop-

erty holds in the equational class. In our case, by Theorem 1, these equa-

tions are

xAaAb=yAaAb

and

(x V a V b) a ((a a b)* a (a v b))* = (y v a V b) A ((a A b)* A (a v b))*

(for general, not necessarily comparable, a and b), proving the corollary.
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For the case of Stone algebras (pseudocomplemented distributive

lattices satisfying the identity (u*Av*)*=u**Vv**), Lemma 1 is particu-

larly simple.

Lemma 2. Let L be a Stone algebra and let a, b e L with a^b. Then

Q(a, b)=®Lat(aVb*, ¿»va*).

Proof. Clearly avb*=bva* (Q(a, b)). By Lemma 1 we need only show

that a=b (0Lat.(aV¿>*, bva*)) and (a*AZ»)*=l (0Lat(av¿»*, i»va*)) to

conclude the proof. Now bA(bVa*)=b and bA(aVb*)=(bAa)v(bAb*)=a;

thus b=a (0Lat(av¿>*, bva*)). Also, (a*Ab)* = (a*Ab**)*=a**vb*^

avb* and o**v¿»*v¿»va* = l since a**va* = l; thus (a*AZ»)*=l

(0Lat(tfV¿>*, bva*)), completing the proof of the lemma.

Now the meet of two principal congruence relations in a distributive

lattice is principal (implicit in [5]). Indeed, if a^b and c^d the formula

is 0Lat(a, ¿»)A0Lat(c, d)=QL!lt((aAd)v(bAc), bAd). We thus get the

immediate corollary.

Corollary (K. Baker). In any Stone algebra the meet of two principal

*-congruences is a principal *-congruence.

We now show that the class of Stone algebras is the largest equational

class of pseudocomplemented distributive lattices in which the meet of any

two principal *-congrunces is principal.

Theorem 2. If Jf is an equational class of pseudocomplemented distrib-

utive lattices then the meet of any two principal *-congruences is principal

in all algebras of Jf if and only if C^T is a subclass of the class of all Stone

algebras.

Proof. By the corollary to Lemma 2 we need only exhibit a pseudo-

complemented distributive lattice in 0Ü2, the equational class covering that

of Stone algebras (see [6]), in which the meet of two principal congruences

is not principal. We consider the pseudocomplemented distributive lattice

L depicted in Figure 1. It is easy to see that LeßS2. We show that

0(aAc)A0(¿», c) is not a principal *-congruence. Clearly a**=c** = l

(Q(a,c)) and ¿»**=c** = l (0(6, c)). Thus a**vb**=l (Q(a, c)A@(b, c)).

Indeed, the nontrivial congruence classes of @(a, c)A@(b, c) are

{avb, cA(bva**), cA(avb**), c}, {a, cAa**}, {b, cAb**}, {a**v¿>, a**Vc},

{¿>**va,¿»**vc}, and {a**\tb**, 1}.

Since 0(a, c)A0(¿», c) leaves 5'(L)={0, a**, b**, 1} untouched the

relation x=y (Q(a, c)A@(b, c)) implies that (x*Ay)* = l. Thus, if there

were x, y e L, x^y, such that &(a, c)a0(¿», c)=@(x, y) then we would

conclude,   by   Lemma   1,   that   Q(a, c)A@(b, c)=@hat(x,y).   Clearly
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0(a, c)A0(¿», c) is not a principal congruence of distributive lattices,

proving the theorem.
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